Trick or Treat

Table Runner

Deb Strain

Fabric Requirements

1 Set of Panels (19470-11).................. ⅓ yd
Black Dot (19475-12)........................... ½ yd
Green Dot (19475-13)...................... F8 (9"x22")
Candy Corn Print (19472-12)............. F8
Green Spiders Print (19473-13).......... F8
Bella Solid Black (9900-99)............... F8
Backing........................................... ⅓ yd

Cutting

TRIM PANELS

Trim "Trick or Treat" panel to measure 15"x20½" with seams

Trim the "Witch's Hat" portion of the second panel to measure 15" x 6¾" with seams. Be sure to include the green spider stripe in that measurement.

Trim the "Witch's Feet" portion of the panel, including the green bat stripe to measure 15"x7" with seams.
Cutting cont.

**Black Dot**
First cut
5 – 2½”xWOF strips for outside borders, binding and finishing.
Then cut 1 – 4½” x WOF strip
Subcut 6 – 4½” x 4½” squares for prairie points

**Green Dot**
Cut 2 – 4½” x 22” strips
Subcut 8 – 4½” x 4½” squares for prairie points

**Black Bella Solid**
Cut 2 – 1½” x 22” strips
Subcut 5 – 1½” x 7” strips for strip sets

**Green Spider Print**
Cut 1 – 5”x22” strip
Subcut 2 – 5”x7” strips and 2 – 1¼”x7” strips for strip sets

**Candy Corn**
Cut 1 – 5”x22” strip
Subcut 1 – 5”x7” and 2 – 4½”x 7” strips for strip sets.

**Construction**

**Green Spider Strip Set**
1. Stitch 2 – 1¼” x 7” strips green strips, 3 – 1½” x 7” black strips and 2 – 5”x7” green strips together to make 1 Green Spider Strip Set. Press toward black strips. Strip set should measure 7” x 15” with seams. See diagram.
2. Cut 4 – 1½” x 15” segments from strip set. See diagram.

**Candy Corn Strip Set**
1. Stitch 2 – 4½” x 7” orange strips, 2 – 1½” x 7” black strips and 1 – 5”x7” orange strip together to make a Candy Corn Strip Set. Press toward black strips. Strip set should measure 7” x 15” with seams. See diagram.
2. Cut 4 – 1½” x15” segments from strip set. See diagram.

**Make Sashing Units**
1. Select 2 segments from each of the Strip Set combinations.
2. Join rows alternating the strips. Press toward the Candy Corn Strips.
3. Make 2 sets of 4 strips. Each sashing units should measure 4½”x15” with seams.
PRAIRIE POINTS – Make 14
Fold all 14 (6 black and 8 green) – 4½” x 4½” prairie point squares in half diagonally twice and press.

*Hint: Spraying the wrong sides of the squares with temporary fabric adhesive before folding will help prevent slipping.*

Assemble Table Runner
JOIN THE VARIOUS UNITS IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER:
1. Witch’s Hat unit
2. 1 Sashing Unit with candy corn strip next to green spiders on bottom of Hat unit.
3. Add Trick or Treat panel
4. 1 Sashing Unit with green spiders next to Trick or Treat Panel
5. Finally, add the Witch’s Feet unit. Press.

Center should measure 15” x 41” with seams.

Borders
1. Measure length of table runner center (approx. 41” with seams) and cut 2 – 2½” x WOF black dot strips to that measurement.
2. Stitch to long sides of table runner. Press toward border.

Finishing
1. Layer table runner, batting and backing. Quilt as desired.
2. Fold 2 – 2½” x WOF black dot strips together and press to make binding.
3. Trim quilted table runner and bind the two long sides using the prepared binding strips.
4. Measure the width of the bound runner, including the binding.
5. Cut 2 – 2½” black strips to that measurement plus ½” for finishing.
6. Fold ends of the 2 cut to measure strips under ⅛”. Press. Then fold strips in half wrong sides together to make finishing strip. Press.
7. Arrange 7 prairie points along both ends of the quilted and trimmed and bound table runner. Tuck folded side of prairie point inside its neighbors “flaps” to adjust spacing. Align edges of prairie points along unbound ends of table runner. Prairie points should be facing towards the center of the runner aligned with bound edges of runner. Baste in place.

8. Align edges of prepared black finishing strip and long side of prairie points. Folded edge of finishing strip should face the center. Stitch using a ¼” seam allowance.

9. Fold finishing strip to back of table runner and stitch folded edge to back of runner using a needle and thread. Prairie points will point outward.

Happy Halloween!
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